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Article abstract
This paper presents the Babel-Research Project on Machine Translation (MT)
which started in January 1988. We recently completed a prototype which
translates commercial letters from French into English. The MT system is
intended for a monolingual secretary. This option imposed several constraints
on the system design. Since the user is not able to correct the target text, the
system must provide a satisfactory translation quality. One of our research
lines is to examine whether a normative pre-edition and an interactive MT
system offer a valid alternative to post-edition systems and what syntactic and
semantic scope this kind of systems could comparatively propose. The paper
presents our theoretical options: transfer architecture, computational
modularity, unification paradigm. Then, it describes our prototype, Babel-2,
and focuses on its main original aspects. First, we set up a double-step parsing
strategy which combines the advantages of the Top-Down and Bottom-Up
methods while avoiding their drawbacks. In short, the first movement deals
with constituency, the second one deals with dependency. Secondly, the
prototype recognizes source language idioms and translates them adequately.
Third, it handles a number of non-trivial translational problems like aspectual
nuances, saxon genitive construction, word order changes, as well as problems
involving structural changes such as argument deletion, argument addition,
dependency inversion... The paper ends with a glance at future research.
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